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AS SEEN AT THE 2016 PHILADELPHIA FLOWER SHOW ~ The only garden journal sold in the

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society&apos;s own on-site store.Â For the gardener who wants to enjoy

the benefits of gardening, without the frustrations. FOR THE COST OF ONE SIMPLE GARDEN

TOOL, you can OWN THE MOST VALUABLE GARDEN TOOL OF ALL ~ one that will save you

money and help you learn from experience.Even more valuable than your favorite garden trowel or

spade is a written record of what works in your garden. WHILE GARDENING BOOKS AND THE

INTERNET ARE FULL OF GREAT ADVICE, THEY CAN&apos;T REPLACE PERSONAL

EXPERIENCE. Your garden is in your micro-climate, with your soil. Perennials in one part of the

country aren&apos;t perennials in another. There are simply too many plants and too many

variables for anyone to remember from year to year what worked where and what didn&apos;t and

why.You need to remember WHAT WORKS FOR YOU--IN YOUR GARDEN. Every gardener faces

repeat attacks of pests or disease and needs to remember which treatment worked and which did

more harm than good. Every gardener has weeded out emerging perennials, forgetting what they

planted where. Every gardener needs a memory!THE GARDEN JOURNAL, PLANNER & LOG

BOOK is a book of garden forms with the flexibility needed to personalize your style of record

keeping. With this one book you can track your purchases from store to harvest to propagation.

What really makes the difference between a great and a mediocre garden is how well the gardener

keeps track of all the information needed to enhance success and avoid repeated

failures.GARDENING IS AN ART, BUT IT&apos;S ALSO A SCIENCE.THE GARDEN JOURNAL,

PLANNER & LOG BOOK is designed to make record-keeping simple and easy. Every form is

designed to include all the pertinent information needed, while minimizing the amount of time

required to record that information. Use as many or as few forms as you desire:Individual plant

pages with over fifty possible check boxes for each plant, plus space for additional info, photos,

drawings, seed packets or tags.Â Logs for annuals, biennials and perennials, with code, location

and date planted.Logs for weather, formulas & recipes, pests and diseases, cultivation and

propagation, bloom and harvest times, flowers, bulbs, fruit, vegetables, herbs, vines, shrubs, trees,

wildlife sightings andÂ hardscaping.Prune, trim and tidy logs with guidelines.Planning pages for up

to four years. Draw out garden plots for twenty beds on graph paper with notes on the pages

opposite.Purchase record logs.Supplier contact list.Keep a diary for all the things you simply must

write out using sentences or drawings, because as much as gardening is a science, it is an art

above all.YOUR GARDEN WILL LOOK LIKE ART, but you will know thatÂ THE GARDEN

JOURNAL, PLANNER & LOG BOOKÂ is the science behind your success.
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Finally! This is the perfect solution for my garden documentation. I couldn't tell from the page

previews, but I took a chance after disappointment with other planners. This has everything I was

looking for and more. There are sections for everything- recording weather, plot design, individual

plant pages, logs for types of plants, the diary pages, propagation pages, and even formulas pages

(I need to know eg how many gallons of water needed to give a 6 ft diameter raised bed one inch of

captured rainwater, how many gallons cistern for 2000 sq ft of beds, etc). I worked out charts for

permaculture guilds for our location which I will glue into the book. Otherwise all my other notes will

be easy to consolidate here. Unlike other planners, this doesn't read like a how to book- it's just lots

of really well designed pages for me to record and organize my notes. Bravo! And thanks a

million.March 20th - I used a blow dryer to soften the glue to separate the pages, trimmed the

edges, then made holes with 3 hole punch and placed in a big 3 ring binder. Just need a few more

pages for logs and individual plant data -- did not know I had so much data accumulated over the

past 3 years and to use divider pages for the major sections. I keep all my seed packets in a 4 inch

thick binder too, in 4x6 inch photo pages, so I like having another binder solution.

I looked at numerous garden journals before choosing this one. It is poorly presented online, and

you can't see inside to understand what makes this book such a good choice for a new or

experienced gardener.There are pages for supplier contacts, weather logs, purchase records,



individual plant records, blank pages for designing your garden, graphing pages for designs, and

logs for harvest and treatments. Lots of space to record everything, and information about pruning,

dealing with pests, and conversion charts. I purchased one for a gift, but subsequently purchased

two more after seeing this book "in person". The only thing that would make this journal completely

perfect would be a spiral binding so that it could lay flat for writing.This is a great choice if you are

looking for a gift or you need a gardener's "tool" for yourself.

I just received this book and am thrilled with all the different page styles for logging my gardening

information. I used the Moleskin gardening journal last year and felt it was a good start, but I needed

larger writing spaces and a greater variety of pages to log all the information I wanted to keep. Also,

adding plant tags, photos and empty seed packets really distorted the book's shape. This book has

pages for almost every bit of information I want to track, has room for photos and/or seed packets

and can accommodate my large handwriting. I may take the author's advice and have the book

spiral bound for easier use.

I looked at garden journals for hours on  trying to decide what would be best. I got this one after

reading some of the reviews because, unfortunately, there are no pics provided of the inside of the

journal. I don't think there could be a better, more detailed journal out there! It's got it all, list for your

contacts and suppliers, weather logs, pages for your garden plots complete with graph paper, pages

for your individual plant info, lots of blank pages for every day journal entries and so much more! I

highly recommend this journal if you are looking for something specific or if you aren't sure what you

want in a garden journal. I will definitely buy another one after I fill this one!

This is the perfect solution to all the notes that get made just to get lost before the new growing

season. Now I can make all my gardening notes in one place on these lovely forms. I love the fact

that this is useful year round with the garden diary, planning, and wildlife spotting pages.

I am taking a Master Gardener class thru the county cooperative extension - - these pages are great

for keeping all the information about sources for seeds, plants, dates for planting, pest, weather and

many other records I will be so glad I can look back on. Love it.

This is a well thought out journal. It has categories for everything you might possibly want to record.

I took mine to the printer and for $5 they took it apart and spiral bound it. This makes it much easier



to use. The price of this journal was so reasonable that I didn't mind paying the extra to have it

bound.

The Garden Journal, Planner, and Log Book.A few words about experienced author Joy L.

Kieffer:Joy comes from a long line of farmers and has worked for J. Franklin Styer Nurseries, a

major contributor to the Philadelphia Flower Show. The Garden Journal, Planner & Log Book is the

result of knowledge gained from her family, co-workers and library at Styer Nurseries, and her

experience running the Lifeworks Giving Garden - a food pantry garden - as well as the

maintenance of gardens at four properties.-----This 250 page print book is a perfect solution to notes

that tend to get lost before new growing seasons.â€¢ Make all year round gardening notes in one

place on these forms.â€¢ Keep track of wildlife spotting etc,â€¢ Appreciate and enjoy pruning,

checking the soil, etc.Novices and professionals can enjoy the benefits of gardening without the

frustrations. This book helps gardeners plan, record and observe the beauty of earth yields. It ably

assists gardeners who can't be out in the cold weather to plan for when the weather improves. Plant

zone maps are included and pest eradication/controls identified.The Garden Journal, Planner, and

Log Book makes an excellent gift. Buy it, share it, enjoy.A well-deserved five stars.
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